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Tax Lot Relief Methods
The cost basis for each security trade is tracked by tax lot. When trading for tax lot
optimization, certain lots are selected to fulfill the shares in a trade based on the goal
that is trying to be achieved. For example, if an investor is trying to offset capital losses,
they could maximize their capital gains by choosing to sell lots with the largest amount
of gains before those with smaller gains or losses.
TCA is offering an easy way to select tax lots relief methods and have them
automatically applied to an account during the trade order creation process.
Account Registration
Tax lot relief methods are available on taxable account types.
When creating a new account, or editing an existing account, the Models section of
Account Registration will show the current relief methods being applied to the account.
This will reflect the default methods set up at the RIA level. Methods can be applied for
equities and mutual funds.
Tax Lot Relief selections will be applied to trades on a go-forward basis.
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Equity Relief
The following tax lot relief methods are available as an Equity selection.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First In - First Out
Last In - First Out
Maximize Taxable Loss
Minimize Taxable Loss
Minimize Long-Term Taxable Gain
Minimize Short-Term Taxable Gain
Maximize Long-Term Taxable Gain
Maximize Short-Term Taxable Gain
Minimum Tax Impact

Mutual Fund Relief
The following tax lot relief methods are available as a Mutual Fund selection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average Cost
First In - First Out
Last In - First Out
Maximize Taxable Loss
Minimize Taxable Loss
Minimize Long-Term Taxable Gain
Minimize Short-Term Taxable Gain
Maximize Long-Term Taxable Gain
Maximize Short-Term Taxable Gain
Minimum Tax Impact

Tax Lot Relief Definitions

First In – First Out: Tax lots purchased first will be sold first. Gains and losses, as well
as holding period (long- and short-term), are not considered when using this tax-lot
preference.
Last In – First Out: Tax lots purchased most recently (or last) will be sold first. Gains
and losses, as well as holding period (long- and short-term), are not considered when
using this tax-lot preference.
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Average Cost: The average cost method is only available for mutual fund shares. The
average cost is figured by taking the total price paid for all shares and dividing it by the
total number of shares owned.
Maximize Taxable Loss: Individual tax lots are ranked in descending order based
solely on cost. Tax lots with the largest losses are sold before those with smaller losses.
If no tax lots for a particular security have losses, those with the smallest gains will be
sold first.
Minimize Taxable Loss: Individual tax lots are ranked in ascending order based solely
on cost. Tax lots with the largest gains are sold before those with smaller gains. If no tax
lots for a particular security have gains, those with the smallest losses will be sold first.
Minimize Long-Term Taxable Gain: Individual tax lots are separated into long term
and short term. Long-term tax lots are sold in order from largest losses (or smallest gain
if there are no tax lots with losses) to largest gains. After all long-term tax lots are sold,
short-term tax lots are ranked and sold in descending order of cost.
Minimize Short-Term Taxable Gain: Individual tax lots are separated into long term
and short term. Short-term tax lots are sold in order from largest losses (or smallest gain
if there are no tax lots with losses) to largest gains. After all short-term tax lots are sold,
long-term tax lots are ranked and sold in descending order of cost.
Maximize Long-Term Taxable Gain: Individual tax lots are separated into long term
and short term. Long-term tax lots are sold in order from largest gains to largest losses.
After all long-term tax lots are sold, short-term tax lots are ranked and sold in ascending
order of cost.
Maximize Short-Term Taxable Gain: Individual tax lots are separated into long-term
and short-term. Short-term tax lots are sold in order from largest gains to largest losses.
After all short-term lots are sold, long-term tax lots are ranked and sold in ascending
order of cost.
Minimize Tax Impact: Tax lots will be sold to minimize the trade’s tax impact. Lots
with a loss, or the smallest gains, are the first to be sold, regardless of the holding
period.
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